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Questions Time:2 Hours

is meant by compu,er graphics?

the following terms:

) Raster scan display;

) Random scan display;

Modeling co-ordinate;

) Notmalized co-or d inales.

ve the equations of Bresenham,s line drawing algorithm with slope less than

idet the Midpoint cllcle algorithm:

) Derive the necessary equations to gener atEi.lrlidpoint circle alga\thm.
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Q2) The basic lwo dimensional transformations in Computer graphics arc
scaling, shearin& and rotation. A point in a two djmensional co_ordinale
he representcd in hornogeneous co_ordinate system.

Explain the use olhomogeneous co-ordinate systern in transforma ons,

il

ii) Consider the Catesian co_ordinate system. Let A[x0, y0), B[x., y,) and C(){,

three points on this co-ordinate system. The point C[x, yJ is obtained b

the point B (x', y'l by an angle p with respect to the pointA(x0,y0). Wrjte
for co-ordinates x and y.
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iiil Give the corresponding matrices fin homogeneous system] for
following two dimensional transformations iD computer graphics:
a) Translation;

bJ Scaling about pivot point;

c) Shearing in x-c.lirection.

Consider the figures:ivl

Primitive 0bject

Compound 0bjec1



es, where PS=z tD an.J pQ=2.2 AB.

Figure

n the matrix to

FigureIii)

transform ABCD into pQRS.

the graphics terms View port, Window and Clipping in your own words:

tedown the steps oftwo- dimensional viewing transformation pipeline.

out lhe types ofClipping.

efly explain the Cohen-sutherland line cljppjng algorirhm.

Wbe a window whose bottom-left corner is iZi, ZOl and rne top rjght corner

[150, 180) and AB and CD are straight lines wirh A= (60, B0], B= (12p, 150J, C=

,100) and D= {155, 1701. Appiy the above algorithm to clip AB and CD against

be howyou would draw the compound object from the primitive object. Give

the transformations needed in each step.

der the following rwo figures (il and (ii), where ABCD and PQRS are two
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Q4)

D Give the equation for three Dimensional (3D) rotations aboutz'txi.t

Doduce the equation for [otation about x-4xr's andy-4xis from the

iiJ Write down the Reflection matrices for the foliowing cases:

al Reflection with respect lo the line y=x;

b) Reflection with respect to the line y:-x;

c) Reflection about an axis perpendicular to the xy planej

d) Reflection about y-axis.

iiil Reflect the diamond shape polygon whose vertices are P[3,4),

about:

a) The horizontal line y = 2;

b) Thehorizontal liney = 5;

cJ The vertical line x = 3;

d) The verticalline x - 5;

e) The line Y = x+2,

a(11)


